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Will Migrant Pacific Workers Be a Part of Aotearoa New Zealand’s Farming Futures?

A call to design future agritech industry transformation plans with a reciprocal framework

Abstract

In 2020 and 2023 the New Zealand government depicted a vision for technology-enhanced farming futures in the Agritech Industry Transformation Plan. However, the plan overlooks the critical role of seasonal, migrant Pacific workers in sustaining Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry. It also contains little practical planning for what a transition from a largely human to a largely robotic workforce should entail. We show how these omissions reflect an extractive framework which threatens workers’ wellbeing and the sustainability of Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry. We provide recommendations for how future agritech industry plans can consciously adopt a more sustainable reciprocal framework.
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Introduction: where are the workers?

Horticultural labour remains the most significant issue in the sector globally. In New Zealand this is felt particularly for the kiwifruit, apple and grape sectors. The need for on-farm and on-orchard automation to help address this issue is only going to grow, providing New Zealand with a multi-billion dollar commercial opportunity. (Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, 2020, p.33)

The New Zealand government’s 2020 and updated 2023 Agritech Industry Transformation Plan (AITP) depicts a vision for Aotearoa New Zealand’s farming future: a ‘high-skilled’ agricultural workforce would engage in ‘high-value’ work (ibid., pp.8, 10) with the support of agricultural technologies (agritech). As the introductory quote illustrates, this vision focuses specifically on Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry, although it extends globally: the AITP imagines that growers within and beyond Aotearoa New Zealand could benefit from locally produced agritech. The plan’s vision encompasses a range of topics, from agritech’s role in achieving goals of environmental sustainability, to its role in increasing productivity, increasing future...
While an extractive framework can be economically rewarding for employers in the short term, its lack of enduring reciprocal relations leads to many uncertainties around worker retention.

McConnell and McConnell, (2023). An agritech vision which overlooks the current agricultural workforce is problematic for two reasons. First, it allows policymakers to neglect their responsibility to articulate what the social transformation from a largely human to a largely robotic workforce should look like in practice. Second, it obscures how the AITP and the RSE scheme are inherently interconnected: for example, how the AITP’s future visions are influenced by the outcomes of the RSE scheme and how the RSE scheme will be influenced by any agritech industry transformation. We will address these interconnections in more detail below.

Through a literature review, document review and critical analysis, we show how the AITP’s underrepresentation of RSE workers and lack of practical planning regarding their future work trajectories reflects an extractive framework which threatens workers’ wellbeing and the sustainability of Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry. Instead, we recommend that authors of future agritech plans consciously adopt a reciprocal framework through: 1) uncovering extractive assumptions about agricultural workers and work; 2) changing the language used to discuss work and workers; and 3) providing agricultural workers with opportunities to co-design their future work trajectories.

Extractive labour relations are intrinsic to capitalist economic systems (Koshy, Byrd and Jefferson, 2022; Marx and Engels, 1948). In this article we define an extractive framework as values and practices that prioritise the interests of employers over the fair treatment and welfare of workers. In the realm of industrial relations, capitalists are regularly looking for innovative ways to gain more capital, often at the expense of workers’ livelihoods and wellbeing. Technology has long played a role in entrenching capitalist power relations (Marx and Engels, 1948). While it does not have to be the case, new technologies offer possibilities for employers to further exploit workers (Liu, 2020; Walsh, 2020).

While an extractive framework can be economically rewarding for employers in the short term, its lack of enduring reciprocal relations leads to many uncertainties around worker retention (Anderson and Tipples, 2014). An extractive framework is particularly risky during a time of industry transformation: if workers cannot see themselves as a part of an industry’s future vision, they may be less inclined to continue working throughout the transition period. These risks are becoming more evident for Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry since Pacific leaders have begun raising concerns about their countries serving as the ‘outposts’ which ‘grow’ labourers for Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand (Dziedzic, Voloder and Raela, 2023; Movono, Scheyvens and Aukram, 2023).

Alternatively, a reciprocal framework promotes economic sustainability as it more accurately represents the reality of employment relations: employers and employees are already mutually reliant upon each other, and without both productive and reproductive labour, capitalism would collapse (Federici, 2012). Reciprocity is not a new concept, particularly among indigenous peoples and scholars. Reciprocity between people and the environment is a fundamental element of many indigenous values and knowledge systems (Diver et al., 2019). An ‘ethic of reciprocity’ can also be found in many indigenous and anti-colonial research methodologies which directly respond to dominant modes of exploiting, dispossessing and degrading indigenous peoples, their lands and their knowledge (Liboiron, 2021; Raman, 2023; Rosiek, Snyder and Pratt, 2020, p.340; Tuck and McKenzie, 2014; Tuihiwai Smith, 2021).

More specifically, reciprocity is a value grounding both kaupapa Māori and Pacific research methodologies, themselves designed to reflect everyday ways of relating for Māori and Pacific peoples (Naepi, 2019; Walker, Eketone and Gibbs, 2006). Recognising the importance of reciprocity for Māori and Pacific peoples is particularly important in the context of Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry, where Māori made up approximately 17% of the horticultural workforce in 2018 and Pacific RSE workers 33% of the horticultural workforce in 2020 – with RSE quotas climbing every year (Green and Schulze, 2020; Immigration New Zealand, 2022, 2023; New Zealand Kiwifruit Growers Incorporated, 2020).

Drawing on insights from the RSE scheme and from the authors’ engagement in a publicly funded agritech co-design project, MaaraTech, we develop recommendations for how future agritech industry transformation plans could consciously adopt a reciprocal framework. This reciprocal framework would acknowledge the mutual reliance already existing between employers and employees.
and nurture this into a mutual, fair and respectful exchange of benefits. As readers will notice, we view extractivism and reciprocity as existing on a spectrum. This means entities such as the RSE scheme and the AITP are neither fully extractive nor fully reciprocal. Therefore, our call for adopting a reciprocal framework is intended to encourage policymakers to become aware of this spectrum and to do their best to make decisions that foster reciprocity and limit extractivist practices: for example, through developing agritech visions and policies that promote sustainable and mutually beneficial relationships between employers and employees.

In making our argument we begin with an overview of the reciprocal and extractive frameworks currently shaping the RSE scheme. We then illustrate how the same extractive framework appears within the AITP, before introducing our recommendations for consciously adopting a reciprocal framework when drafting future agritech industry transformation plans.

The RSE scheme: reciprocal, extractive or both? Hints of reciprocity in the RSE scheme

The RSE scheme was established in 2007 to address labour shortages in Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture sector and to aid the development of Pacific countries. There are nine countries currently included in the scheme: Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu (Immigration New Zealand, 2023). Many narratives exist around the scheme which paint a complex picture. Often the scheme only makes the news when controversies arise (e.g., Chittock, 2022; Prasad, 2022). Yet, many continue to refer to the RSE scheme as a ‘triple win’, for workers, their home countries and their employers (Gibson and McKenzie, 2014a, p.208; Wilson and Fry, 2022).

The importance of RSE workers for Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry has been growing over the 17 years that the scheme has been in place. For reference, RSE quotas increased by 19% between 2021 and 2022 (Immigration New Zealand, 2022). The cap on RSE workers reached 19,000 in the 2022/23 season and increased to 19,500 in the 2023/24 season, with promises from the new coalition government that those numbers will rise to 38,000 or more (Immigration New Zealand, 2022, 2023; Luxon, 2023; McConnell and McConnell, 2023; Mvono, Scheyvens and Aukram, 2023). RSE workers are also known for their productivity, dependability and enthusiasm, which greatly benefit their employers and the overall performance of the sector (Maguire and Johnson, 2016, 2017).

While Aotearoa New Zealand benefits greatly from RSE workers, RSE workers also experience some benefits in exchange for their labour. Some scholars have shown that the scheme has become a critical income source for many Pacific peoples, their families, their communities and their countries (Gibson and McKenzie, 2014b). Others have argued that, at an individual level, RSE workers are able to earn a higher income than they would in their home countries (Brickenstein and Tabucanon, 2013; Hammond and Connell, 2009; Macellaran, 2008). Journalist Patrick O’Sullivan (2018) showed that income revenue from the RSE scheme has provided opportunities to workers and their families with opportunities to build and improve homes, to pay for higher education for children, and to save and invest. Others have discussed how income gained from the RSE scheme has provided opportunities for workers to fund various community projects (Gibson, McKenzie and Rorohua, 2008; Macellaran, 2008). In addition, some have noted that the skill sets workers develop through their work in Aotearoa New Zealand have helped them to create opportunities for themselves in their home countries (O’Sullivan, 2018; see Dun, Klocker and Head, 2018 for an example from Australia). All of these aspects are important, but unfortunately are not enough to immunise workers against the consequences of a predominantly extractive framework which shapes RSE policy and how many employers relate with RSE workers.

The extractive realities of the RSE scheme

While the hints of reciprocity in the RSE scheme are all important, the scheme’s potential to foster reciprocity is troubled by its underlying extractive framework. This extractive framework can appear in how people talk about workers and their expertise. For example, the same scholars touting the RSE scheme’s positive dimensions of reciprocity might also refer to RSE workers as ‘unskilled’ (Gibson, McKenzie and Rorohua, 2008, p.187). Seventeen years into the RSE scheme’s implementation, it is now possible to see how these linguistic framings contribute to real consequences for workers, their families and communities. As we will illustrate below, employers are not the only ones responsible for negative consequences experienced by RSE workers; immigration policies (such as the RSE scheme) create the conditions for extractive employment relations to thrive.

The consequences of this extractive framework are perhaps most evident in recent media articles which continue to paint a damning picture of RSE worker exploitation (see Frame, 2022; Solignac, 2022; Tuono and Menéndez March, 2022). Yet, taking a wider historical lens, it is possible to notice that the extractive framework driving the RSE scheme was already present in Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry. Local workers were driven away from agricultural jobs in the early 2000s due to factors such as low wages, requirements for domestic migration, and work being classified as low-skilled (Anderson and Tipples, 2014). These extractive processes were what sparked the
necessity to hire migrant workers in the first place. However, rather than developing policies to address the underlying extractive labour relations that drove local workers away, the same extractive frameworks continue to shape RSE policy today. For example, RSE workers often endure poor-quality accommodation, overcrowding, inadequate cooking facilities and rising accommodation costs (Macelllan, 2008; Petrou and Connell, 2018). RSE workers are expected to pay their own living expenses throughout their stay; however, there might not always be paid work opportunities available to support them with those expenses (Johnston, 2022).

Extractive frameworks can also be seen in how the work requires workers to leave their home communities, often without the social supports they need to thrive (Koshy, Byrd and Jefferson, 2022). Worker isolation is a huge issue within the RSE scheme, as the scheme does not allow workers to bring their families to Aotearoa New Zealand (Gibson, McKenzie and Roroura, 2008). This lack of social support causes significant hardship which harms many people in a range of ways. For example, workers might need to live in an isolated rural setting away from friends and family. This isolation might lead to a loss of important cultural connections, which in turn might lead workers to resort to alcohol as a stress release mechanism (Kumar, 2012). Moreover, workers’ absence from their home communities also has an impact on their family members back home. For example, children of RSE workers often experience fear and loneliness due to the absence of parents or family members (Moala-Tupou, 2016).

An extractive framework can also be seen in low levels of workplace representation and benefits for RSE workers (Brickenstein, 2015, 2017; Fonseka, 2022). Researchers have also documented how employers sometimes threaten to send workers home and blacklist them from the RSE programme if they do not comply with their demands (Bailey, 2009, p.186). This creates a situation where workers might be afraid to speak up about issues affecting their health and wellbeing. In addition, the RSE visa provides permission to work under one employer. This prevents RSE workers from changing employers, thus increasing their vulnerability to an abusive employment environment (Bedford, Nunns and Bedford, 2020). RSE policy also prevents workers from receiving unemployment benefits or pensions within Aotearoa New Zealand (Brickenstein, 2015, Employment, 2020, pp.7, 10, 27). In some cases, underlying assumptions about workers and their work are presented directly: for example, through descriptions of seasonal agricultural work being ‘low-skilled’ (ibid., p.47). However, in most cases the plan’s assumptions about current agricultural work are only evident through inverse reasoning. For example, the idea of agritech creating opportunities for ‘better jobs’ implies that current work in agriculture is not that great. Through direct and inverse reasoning, the language in the AITP frames current agricultural work as not good, not meaningful, not rewarding, not high value, and unskilled. The plan offers a solution to this problem: creating agritech. However, it jumps to this solution without attending to the underlying issues leading to the poor working conditions in horticulture: an extractive framework.

Without awareness of this extractive framework and possibilities for fostering reciprocity, policymakers might decide to use the negative consequences experienced by RSE workers as evidence to prove that agricultural work in Aotearoa New Zealand is not good work. This might, in turn, lead them to the conclusion that the only answer to this problem is for agritech to replace human workers. This is a dangerous form of circular logic in which policymakers use the negative consequences of an extractive framework as evidence to promote policies that continue to encourage extractivism, which in turn produces negative outcomes which become evidence for further extractivism, and so forth. It is dangerous because policymakers basing their decisions on this evidence will be reproducing extractive frameworks under the label of evidence-based policymaking. For example, they may use the negative effects of the RSE scheme (produced through an extractive framework) as evidence that agritech needs to replace human workers. Based on this evidence, policymakers may decide to omit the current agricultural workforce from the AITP and other dominant visions about farming futures, which will reproduce the same extractive framework. If implemented, these visions could lead to the further exploitation and devaluation of agricultural workers.

A second way an extractive framework is visible within the AITP is in its lack of
practical planning for and communication about the RSE scheme: how the RSE scheme is currently sustaining Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry, and how it will be transformed with the introduction of new agritech. While the AITP provides imagined scenarios about new forms of agritech that could increase productivity and lead to more sustainable farming methods, it fails to consider the practicalities around the social transformation that will be required to make these visions a reality. A lack of consideration of the social transformations required for the plan to succeed is an issue which threatens worker security and wellbeing. However, it also threatens the sustainability of Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry. This is because workers might not want to continue working in an industry where they are not included in its future vision, particularly if they continue to be exploited throughout the industry’s transformation. The omission of these critical social dimensions within the AITP highlights an extractive framework which uncritically assumes that workers will be available until they are no longer needed.

Towards reciprocal agritech industry transformation plans

While agritech might be on the horizon, human workers will still be required to sustain Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture and wider agriculture industries for the foreseeable future. This section provides practical examples of how policymakers can adopt a reciprocal framework when drafting future agritech industry transformation plans.

Uncovering extractive assumptions about agricultural workers and work

To foster the transition to a reciprocal framework, it will be important for authors and advocates of future agritech industry transformation plans to discuss the underlying assumptions they have about agricultural workers and work. This will support policymakers to notice where extractive frameworks might be influencing their language and recommendations before taking action to address them – topics we will discuss in the next sections.

The following list outlines some outstanding questions that the authors of this paper have about the AITP’s possible implications for agricultural workers and the sustainability of Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry. We hope policymakers will consider and address these questions as they draft future agritech industry transformation plans:

• Will agricultural workers be included in the co-design of agritech and future agritech industry transformation plans?
• What should the social transformation from a largely human to a largely robotic workforce look like in practice that workers currently play in sustaining Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry?
• Do policymakers assume that RSE workers will continue to sustain Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry until agritech takes over?
• How will the agriculture industry practically balance the tens of sustaining a human workforce as it transitions to an agritech-supported or fully automated workforce?
• Will policymakers develop a plan for responsibly terminating or transforming the RSE scheme in alignment with future agritech industry transformation plans?
• Will Pacific leaders and workers be included in the co-design of the RSE scheme’s transformation?

The study’s authors illustrate how deficit language obfuscates the vital role workers play in sustaining highly profitable horticulture industries ...
Agricultural workers and their work (Burch and Legun, 2021). Promoting using that information to inform future industry transformation plans.

As noted, the AITP has mentioned co-design as a method that will be important for achieving its agritech visions. For example, the 2023 AITP update mentions the importance of co-design between the private sector and government for improving the growth and wellbeing of Aotearoa New Zealand’s agritech sector (Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, 2023a). Additionally, both versions of the AITP include knowledge and insights from multiple groups and industries, such as the use of strategies co-designed with a Māori advisory group (Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, 2020, 2023a). Engaging in co-design with agricultural workers requires special care and attention, given access issues and power imbalances (Burch and Legun, 2021). Thus, we recommend including humanities and social science scholars in these processes to ensure that questions of power are adequately acknowledged and attended to when including agricultural workers in co-design processes and when considering the social dimensions of agritech innovation (Burch et al., 2022, 2023; Fielke et al., 2022).

Including agricultural workers through co-design will not only benefit workers. Closer engagement with agricultural workers would provide agritech designers with more certainty that the technologies they are designing will fulfil their intended purpose and successfully integrate into complex indoor and outdoor workplaces (Burch et al., 2022). This will also be beneficial for research funders, who would not need to worry as much about their investments going to waste. Thus, adopting a reciprocal framework could lead to a quadruple win where agricultural workers, agritech designers, employers and agritech funders benefit from the deliberate nurturing of more reciprocal relations with workers.

However, engaging in co-design with a reciprocal framework will take time, particularly when trying to include people usually marginalised from decision-making processes. This contrasts with the common expectations regarding speed and efficiency within traditional technology design practices, which is also promoted within the AITP. The AITP states that innovation should be quick in order to keep up with the global agritech market, stating, for example, that ‘innovation is the engine of productivity. Fundamentally, the growth of the sector must be driven by a fast path from research idea, to new product in market’ (Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, 2020, p.39). This kind of push for rapid growth does not leave time and space to include workers, or, more generally, to engage in responsible research and innovation practices (Bronson, 2018, 2019; Burch and Legun, 2021; Gugganig et al., 2023; O’Connor, 2022; O’Connor, Burch and Gounder, forthcoming).

Engaging in reciprocal forms of co-design would require slowing down and being more intentional regarding other aspects of future industry transformation plans: for example, adjusting the pace of agritech innovation. While reciprocal relations between employers and workers should be fostered in future plans, making a shift from an extractive towards a reciprocal framework should also lead to other changes, in areas such as social and environmental sustainability. Kono, an Aotearoa New Zealand-based company that produces food and beverages, provides a useful example of the positive outcomes that can arise from adopting a reciprocal framework in horticulture.

We first learned about Kono through our colleagues from the James Henare Research Centre working on MaaraTech’s Māori engagement team. As a team, they engaged in kaupapa Māori research with Kono to learn more about how Māori-owned businesses were thinking about and engaging with agritech (Burch et al., 2022). A subsidiary of Māori-owned Wakatū Incorporation, Kono has a 500-year vision of food and farming which guides its decisions regarding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Examples of extractive versus reciprocal language that can be used to discuss agricultural workers and their work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extractive language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upskill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the economic, environmental and social dimensions of its horticultural practices. Reciprocity can be seen in the values that underpin Kono’s operations, including whanaungatanga (‘Together we are more’) and manaakitanga (‘We rise by uplifting others’) (ibid., p.26). It can also be seen in the organisation’s commitments to minimising the effects of its horticultural practices on the local environment (e.g., through reduced chemical inputs). When our project colleagues visited Kono, they were able to talk with workers, including migrant workers from the Pacific, who shared appreciation for Kono’s value-based approach to leadership which aligned with many of their own cultural values. In engaging reciprocally with the workers, our colleagues were able to hear their thoughts on new agritech – often in the form of high-tech, expensive technologies proposed by outside actors. It also provided an opportunity for workers to share ideas they had for lower-tech, less expensive agritech alternatives which could greatly improve their everyday work. This example illustrates how adopting a reciprocal framework in business and agritech design has the potential to create many positive ripple effects for Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticultural industry and the workers who sustain it.

Conclusion

In this article, we have drawn on examples from the RSE scheme and the AITP to illustrate how dominant visions of more automated farming futures in Aotearoa New Zealand currently reflect an extractive framework. This extractive framework can be most readily seen in the AITP through: 1) the language used to describe current agricultural work and workers, and 2) a lack of practical planning for and communication about the RSE scheme, which currently sustains Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry. While the AITP is no longer active, it continues to provide insights into the challenges of and possibilities for developing agritech transformation plans that value reciprocity over extraction.

Through a literature review, document review and critical analysis, we have shown how a dominant agritech vision which overlooks the current agricultural workforce is problematic because it allows policymakers to neglect their responsibility to articulate what the social transformation from a largely human to a largely robotic workforce should look like in practice. This omission allows for the uncritical reproduction of an extractive framework. It is important to recognise this in order to avoid making policy decisions based on circular logics. For example, using the negative effects of the RSE scheme (produced through an extractive framework) as evidence that agritech needs to replace human workers. Then using this evidence to justify deficit language about agricultural workers and their work, as well as the omission of the current agricultural workforce from dominant visions about farming futures. We discussed how this deficit language and omission will, in turn, encourage the reproduction of the same extractive framework. We caution that, if implemented, these extractive framework-shaped visions could lead to the further exploitation and devaluation of agricultural workers. We also highlighted how this exploitation and devaluation of agricultural workers and their work threatens both the wellbeing of agricultural workers and the sustainability of Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry.

We argue that the best way for policymakers to avoid these circular logics is through actively adopting a reciprocal framework when drafting future agritech industry transformation plans. To this end, we outlined three recommendations to support policymakers: 1) uncover extractive assumptions about agricultural workers and work; 2) change the language used to discuss work and workers; and 3) provide agricultural workers with opportunities to co-design their future work trajectories. For inspiration, we also provided an example of reciprocal employer – employee relations currently being practiced by the Māori-owned horticultural organisation, Kono.

Transitioning towards a reciprocal framework within future agritech industry transformation plans will require acknowledging the vital contributions agricultural workers, including RSE workers, make to Aotearoa New Zealand’s horticulture industry. It will also require policymakers to develop a comprehensive plan for including workers in discussions about their future work trajectories, and any relevant agritech developments which might shape the direction of these trajectories. By embracing a reciprocal framework, future agritech transformation plans have the potential to harness the knowledge, perspectives and expertise of agricultural workers and to foster more sustainable farming futures for Aotearoa New Zealand.

1 When discussing the AITP we are referring to both versions of the plan, unless otherwise stated. The 2023 version is shorter and is simply updating readers on any progress made towards the goals developed in the 2020 plan.
2 Agriculture encompasses the dairy, farming, horticulture and viticulture industries.
3 We use the term horticulture to refer to both horticulture and viticulture.
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